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analog skyscrapers: a session of sounds
Adriel miles, composition
Ford Hall
Tuesday, November 11th, 2014
8:15 pm
Program
hang
John McQuaig, piano
"The walk"
Vignettes after Kerouac, part I
Adriel miles, performer
Passionflower
Sandi O'Hare, flute
"Talk"
Big sky big thunder
TBA
Intermission
Psychopharmacology
I. "Cocaine"
II. "MDMA"
III. "Heroin"
Zachary Brown, Hamadi Duggan, cello
Vignettes after Kerouac, part II
Adriel miles, performer
"Sasha's afterthought"
Textura II
Adriel miles, Miggy Torres, voice/piano
This recital is in fulfillment of the degree Music Composition. Adriel miles is
from the studio of Jorge Villavicencio Grossmann.
